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We have put some small files called cookies into your device to make our website work. We would also like to use analytical cookies. They send information about how our website is used for a service called Google Analytics. We use this information to improve our site. Tell us if that's okay. We're going to use a cookie to save your choice. You can read more about our cookies
before you select. I agree with cookies analytics About US:QI Projects§QI Training&Resources¡Get Involved &amp; Support§EventsStoriesNewsletterLife QITwitterYoutube SPC Tool [690kb] SPC Tutorial Guide [487kb] Run Chart - R Code XmR Chart - R Code Statistical Process Control (SPC) techniques, when used for measurement data, can be used to highlight areas that
would benefit further investigation. These techniques allow the user to identify variability in their process. Understanding this change is the first step towards improving quality. NHSScotland routinely collects extensive data from medical processes. Analysis of this data can provide invaluable insight into the behaviour of these health processes. There are many different SmPC
techniques that can be used for data. The simplest SPC techniques to implement are run and control charts. The purpose of these techniques is to determine when the process depicts unusual behavior. The Quality Indicators service area has produced a tutorial guide that provides an introduction to using run charts and control charts to identify unusual behavior in health
processes. SmPC techniques are a tool for highlighting this unusual behaviour. However, these techniques do not necessarily indicate that the procedure is either real or not wrong. They shall indicate only the areas of the process that could warrant further investigation. The tutorial guide is also the ideal accompaniment Excel based chart control tool, which is free to download and
allows customers to create and interpret summary charts at the touch of a button.
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